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“The most remarkable thing
about my mother is that for
thirty years she served the
family nothing but leftovers. The
original meal has never been
found.”
-Calvin Trillin

Farmville
Inspires Two
Young Adults.
By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

Sophomores Scott Winchester and Sarah Pilgrim
have been loyal and devoted Farmville users ever
since the sensation came to
Facebook years ago. Every
day they spent hours on
end watching their crops
grow and waiting for the
next chance they could get
to water each others’ plants.
For Scott and Sarah, there
could be nothing better
than Farmville. But as both of
the addicted sophomores
reached max production
complicity of their farms,
and had lost almost all of
their actual friends due to
their constant spamming of
Farmville requests, Scott and
Sarah decided they needed
to take their Farmville experience to the next level.
They planned on being the
first Farmvillers to own real
...see FARM THE GAME on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like last week of classes!

North Korea Institutes National Happiness
Program
By Bryne Judy ~ Daily Bull

After entering into the beginnings of possible hostilities with South Korea Tuesday,
November 23rd, North Korea made
public an auspicious policy intended to
keep up moral during the dark years that
seem to be fast approaching it. Being
called the “National Happiness Program”
by most, this
policy will
mandate its
citizens to
maintain a
certain level
of happiness under
the threat of
incarceration, torture, and/or
death.

Cryptograms!
Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

required are outlined in cheerful pink
pamphlets which have already been
distributed to the populous. A short
excerpt follows:
Crying tears of less than 60% joy is
strictly forbidden, unless shed in reflection on the
supreme
shame and
injustice that
other nations are not
under the
protective
wing of the
benevolent
father.

Citizens
must wear
A statement
a smile for
Of course, a copy of Starcraft for every Korean.
from their
at least five
benevolent father spoke of his belief that seconds after mentioning Kim Jong-iI’s
this act will help to ensure his beloved name, coinciding with the previous
subjects live with the amount of joy in requirement of reflecting on his divine
their life that they deserve while still be- leadership in conversation at least fifty
ing shipped off to die in possible future seven times daily.
conflicts over tiny plots of land.
Pleasant reflection on the myriad natural
The strongly recommended mindset and resources and pleasant environment of
activities citizens must follow in order to North Korea for at least thirty minutes is
maintain the level of bliss and satisfaction
...see HAPPY KOREA on back

Got gear? Like swapping?
OAP has everything you could ever dream.

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Open til 8 Sunday thru Thursday
Til 10 on Friday and Saturday
Want us open later? Let us know!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

... FARM THE GAME from front

life farmvilles. So the both went out
and purchased 36x36 square feet
plots of land and began their revolutionary farming adventure. At first
they found everything was just as fun
as with the Facebook Farmville. They
planted seeds, watered each other’s
flowers, and Scott even built a sign
that read “Welcome to my Farm.” But
eventually, after the first two minutes,
the two aspiring friends learned that
things were not as easy as they have
came accustomed to things. Without
the proper equipment, they could
not till the ground. Walking from one
farm to the next proved to take hours.
Building a house proved impossible.
And their pigs keep running away,
even though Sarah insisted that they
would not move at all.
Soon Scott and Sarah abandoned
their farms and returned to school,
exhausted and broke. Their lesson
had been learned, and they vowed
they would never again play Farmville. Of course they never made this
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The Daily Bull
making class suck less
since 1453... ish!

... HAPPY KOREA from front

mandatory upon waking and before
bed.
A minimum of thirty happily thankful
sighs exhaled while thinking of North
Korea’s supreme military might per
week must be performed.
Facebook-official. So by the end of
the next week they were back building their Facebook Farms. But they did
learn one thing, which they posted
on their Facebook wall; “I now understand why Farmville is so addicting, because in real life it is physically
impossible to run a farm, and no one
with a sane mind would ever try it.”

[Editor’s Note: I still think it’s weird
and twisted that Walmart sells Farmville point cards or whatever. Seriously, guys? Those $10 could go toward
ANY NUMBER OF THINGS like MORE
BEER or CURING AIDS or STUFF.]

Nervous breakdowns may not be maintained for more than twenty minutes
daily, and must be performed in dark,
musty closets, storerooms, or secret
basements where loved ones died of
starvation.

YOU. HEY. I heard you
won a raffle from the Food
Court in the MUB! Yeah,
I’m talking to you
Andrew Loucks.
Congratulations etc. etc.
blah blah balloons happy
joy. But where’s
MY PRIZE?!
Settle down, ostrich.
You’re not eligible anyway.
But, for humans, there’s an
ad in the Bull each Tuesday
that could win you prizes
from the MUB Keweenaw
Commons! They’re open
late now, all the way til 8!

Open expression of fear towards the
fair and balanced government has now
become punishable by the maiming of
one’s family members too, as opposed
to the previous self-only penalty.
All monetary transactions must be
made with a cheerful, pleasant air.
The law is being enforced by special
officers wearing costumes of small,
cute animals and carrying smile-o-meters used to detect how much happy
each member of the brainwashed
nation has been feeling on a weekly
basis. There are reports that, should
this policy prove as fruitful as the selfproclaimed celestial administration
hopes, a new, no-stress program will
be started, enforced by explosive collars triggered by signs of distress.

Do YOU like the Daily
Bull’s page on Facebook? I do. You should.
You should recommend
us to your friends, too!
RACE THE LODE! Like the
Bull - we update funny
stuff every day, for your
viewing pleasure!

